
Fullerton India achieves increased 
productivity & efficiency with ADaaS. 
FFullerton India, a leading player in the Indian financial services market with a network of over 400 
branches across 600 towns and cities and a million customers, had two major problems: legacy 
systems resulting in low employee productivity and high cost of IT support given its spread across 
locations. Fullerton evaluated Anunta’s  fully managed Server-to-Screen application delivery 
model, ADaaS (Application Delivery as a Service) and found it met the desired requirements of 
accountability of end-user satisfaction and ability to lower IT support costs.

Solution
AnuntaAnunta transitioned Fullerton from a distributed architecture to a customized centrally hosted 
shared desktop architecture keeping end user productivity at the centre of the solution. A core set 
of user profiles was created and desired productivity of applications benchmarked for each set. 
The application delivery architecture took into account type of access and the amount of storage 
different groups of users required and systems were designed so that task users get a right-sized 
CPU and high-end users get a fair share of the computing without compromising application 
performance. The most critical aspect was facilitating proactive monitoring which was embedded 
atat the solution design level to focus on end-user satisfaction and productivity. An end user 
experience management team and a service assurance & customer experience management 
team was also put in place to tightly control management of the virtualized environment and 
ensure. 

Benefits
Fullerton experienced significant improvement in end user productivity with benefits translating 
into an equivalent of 4375 hours saved per 1500 users per month. Efficiency & end user 
satisfaction greatly increased with the resultant improvement of application performance by as 
much as 96%. The centrally hosted desktop architecture was able to reduce cost of IT support in 
remote locations and a drastic drop in trouble ticket due pro-active monitoring gave additional 
savings.  
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